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Abstract
In this paper, we develop numerical algorithms for the integration of the continuum plastic damage models for-
mulated in the general framework identified in Part I of this work. More specifically, we focus our attention on a
particular plastic damage model of porous metals, involving a classical von Mises yield criterion coupled with a pressure
dependent damage surface to model the nucleation and growth of voids in the metallic matrix. Unilateral damage
leading to a sudden change of stiness in the material’s response due to the closing/opening of these voids is also in-
corporated through the imposition of the unilateral constraint of a positive void fraction, thus, illustrating the clear
physical significance added by this framework in the resulting constitutive models. The proposed integration algorithms
fully use the modularity of the identified framework, leading in this way to independent integration algorithms for the
elastoplastic part and each damage mechanism. Remarkably, all these individual integration schemes share the same
formal structure as the classical return mapping algorithms employed in the numerical integration of elastoplastic
models, namely an operator split structure consisting of a trial state and the return map imposing the plastic and
damage consistency, respectively. A Newton iterative scheme imposes the equilibrium (equal stresses) among the dif-
ferent mechanisms of the response of the material. This modular structure allows to obtain the closed-form consistent
linearization, involving in a simple form the algorithmic consistent tangents corresponding to each independent
mechanism, thus resulting in a very modular and ecient computational implementation. The performance of the
proposed algorithms is illustrated in several representative numerical simulations. Ó 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All
rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In this paper, we develop the numerical integration of continuum plastic damage models formulated in
the general framework identified in the work of Armero and Oller (1999) (referred simply as Part I here-
after). More specifically, we investigate the application of the resulting methods to the numerical simulation
of the plastic damage response of porous metals. The general framework identified in this work considers a
kinematic decomposition of the strains in elastic, plastic and damage parts. The latter is used in the direct
and physical modeling of the damage response of the material. A full thermodynamically consistent
framework is developed to this purpose. Even though these ideas can be found in early references, usually in
the common form of ‘‘crack strains’’ in the modeling of damage in concrete (most notably in the early work
of Ortiz (1985) and in the smeared crack models of Bazant and Oh (1983) and Rots et al. (1985), among
others), the framework identified in this work not only allows for their extension accommodating plasticity
eects in a full thermodynamic context, but also to the identification of a physically motivated unifying
framework among other approaches, including the so-called eective stress damage models.
The improved numerical treatment resulting from the considered framework, as developed in detail in
this paper, is perhaps even more appealing. This improvement is gained, once more thanks to the modular
treatment of the dierent components of the material’s response, from the elastic and plastic parts to the
dierent damage mechanisms that can be present. The modularity in the numerical implementation is
achieved by fully maintaining the aforementioned damage strains in the integration schemes. In this
context, the response of each mechanism is integrated independently, that is, each damage stress/strain
relation is resolved separately. Remarkably, the integration of the damage models does show the exact
structure as the standard return mapping algorithms commonly used in the integration of elastoplastic
models. The coupling of these mechanisms is accomplished by imposing the equilibrium (i.e. equal stress)
among the dierent mechanisms through a Newton iterative scheme. This structure incorporates easily the
eects of dierent damage mechanisms as they become activated (e.g. the formation of a new crack in its
simple form). Furthermore, this strategy also allows the consistent linearization of the final discrete
equations, combining in a simple form the algorithmic consistent tangents associated to each component of
the material’s response. The computational eciency achieved with this perspective simplifies considerably
traditional integration schemes of coupled plastic damage model, allowing for example, the modular use of
preexisting routines for purely elastoplastic models and routines integrating each damage mechanism. We
present complete details of implementation of this novel numerical treatment of the problem, including
some representative numerical simulations to illustrate the performance of the resulting numerical algo-
rithms.
Even though we present the development of these new numerical techniques in the general context
furnished by the framework developed in Part I, our focus in this paper goes to the formulation and nu-
merical integration of a simple plastic damage model of ductile failure in porous metals, including the
eects of closing/opening of voids, an eect usually referred to as unilateral damage or damage deactivation
(e.g. Chaboche, 1995; Hansen and Schreyer, 1995). Next, we discuss briefly the physical motivation behind
the proposed model.
1.1. Damage in porous metals: void nucleation and growth
The study and numerical simulation of the behavior of porous metals is of major importance in in-
dustrial applications. Their physically motivated and numerically ecient modeling are some of the
principal motivations of this work. The physical mechanisms of interaction between damage and plastic
behavior are complicated in nature, as it is their phenomenological representation by means of constitutive
modeling. The degradation of the stiness of the material in damage is due to the fact that, in the course of
loading, the eective resisting area diminishes as a result of the generation and expansion of voids and
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microcracks. Damage alone aects the elastic properties of the material, but usually plasticity adds an
irreversible component to the inelastic strain evolution. The phenomenon of void nucleation and growth in
crystalline metals can be found discussed in detail in many works in the literature; we refer to the com-
prehensive account given by Atkins and Mai (1985) for a representative example.
There is much evidence on the beginning of failure in bars submitted to tension under room temperature.
Normally the failure begins on the natural crystallographic planes, through intergranular fractures or by
growth and/or distortion of voids. The problem becomes more complicated at high temperatures because of
the appearance of thermally activated creep, changes in the metallographic characteristics, diusion and
also recrystallization of the metallic matrix. The study of these eects falls outside the scope of the simpler
models considered herein. For polycrystalline metals under the conditions of interest, the problem can be
reduced to three basic types of fracture mechanisms, as explained by Ashby and Tomkins (1980) (Atkins
and Mai, 1985, p. 34):
1. Fracture produced by small cracks and voids. This type of phenomenon occurs in the total absence of
plasticity and is normally motivated by corrosion and/or abrasion.
2. Fracture eects on small cracks and voids produced by mechanical stresses that exceed the material
strength.
3. Separation of crystallographic planes and fractures throughout the grain boundaries, produced by high
stress derived from mechanical actions.
Brittle fracture is normally produced along inter crystallographic planes, while the fracture will be more
ductile as distortion mechanisms on the crystal lattice and/or voids or pores are developed.
The plastic phenomenon, as is commonly understood, leads to the distortion or permanent deviation of
the crystal lattice and/or voids at constant volume. It should be noted that this phenomenon causes neither
the formation nor the growth of voids or defects. It must also be assumed that the distortion of voids can
lead to a state in which they coalesce, leading to a particular form of ductile failure, namely, by shear
fracture bands. A similar kind of failure occurs when it is produced by an excessive distortion in the crystal
lattice of the metal.
Damage, understood as the nucleation and growth of voids and microcracks, appears then as a
mechanism complementing the plasticity in the metal, and may also lead to the fracture of the material. In
this case, the fracture occurs due to the decreasing eective area as referred to above. In those cases in which
there is no creation or nucleation of voids, with the preexisting defects remaining small in size under
constant volume, it can be assumed that the mechanical behavior can be described by the simplest, purely
deviatoric, von Mises yield surface and the associated plastic evolution equations. This situation implies
that the voids can develop permanent distortions only under isochoric states of strain.
A more general plastic model for metal behavior that takes into account void nucleation and growth was
proposed by Gurson (1975). Briefly, this formulation incorporates the influence of the hydrostatic pressure
within the basic von Mises formulation, allowing for the consideration of void nucleation and growth
through the hardening of the material. A direct relation of this hardening mechanism is established with the
void fraction in the porous metal. The presence of the second invariant of the deviatoric stresses allows at
the same time the modeling of the distortion of the voids and crystal lattice. A similar extension of the
classical von Mises criterion incorporating pressure eects due to degradation of the material can be found
in the work of Shima and Oyane (1976). We refer to Tvergaard and Needleman (1984) and Agelet and
Onate (1989), among many others, for a more complete discussion of these considerations, including nu-
merical simulations based on these models. We point out that these models are simply elastoplastic models,
without degrading the elastic stiness of the material upon unloading. Therefore, their validity should not
be expected in (loading/unloading) cycling processes.
In this paper, we propose a broader treatment of the phenomenon of nucleation, growth and distortion
of voids in metals through the general continuum plastic damage framework developed in the first part of
the paper. In particular, the following features are to be noted:
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(1) The damage part of the model takes into account the nucleation and growth of voids and defects,
thus allowing for the appropriate treatment of the concept of decreasing eective area and its influence in
the loading/unloading stiness of the material. The normal to the damage surface governs the creation of
defects damaging the material.
(2) The plasticity part of the model is to take care of the distorsion of defects, voids and the crystal
lattice, with their orientation established by means of the classical plastic flow. The von Mises yield criterion
is considered for this purpose.
In this context, we propose a quadratic damage surface on the hydrostatic pressure and the second
invariant of the deviatoric stresses. The need of a combination of both components of the stress in the
modeling of the nucleation and growth of voids is well known (Needleman and Rice, 1978; Needleman and
Tvergaard, 1984). Physically, the proposed damage surface can be thought in energetic terms as a linear
combination of the volumetric and distorsional energies in the material.
Added to these considerations, it is of crucial importance to model the unilateral character of the
damage, accounting for the closing/opening of the voids and microcracks in the metal. This feature is easily
accomplished in the proposed framework through an unilateral constraint on the damage strains. More
specifically, the trace of the damage strains can be related to the void fraction in the metal. In this way, the
physically motivated constraint of positive void fraction leads naturally to the modeling of the unilateral
damage eects.
An outline of the rest of the paper is as follows: Section 2 develops the new plastic damage model for the
modeling of ductile failure of porous metals. To this purpose we first present in Section 2.1 a pressure
dependent damage surface, deriving the associated damage evolution equations. The inclusion of the
unilateral eects of void closing/opening is developed in Section 2.2. The modular structure characteristic of
the proposed framework is exploited in Section 3 in the development of integration algorithms for its
numerical implementation. In this way, we present a general return mapping algorithm based on the
classical predictor–corrector structure for the integration of each damage mechanism independently. As
indicated above, the coupling between the dierent mechanisms is accomplished through a Newton-type
iterative scheme imposing the equilibrium of stresses among them. The particular plastic damage model
developed in the previous section is employed as a representative example, as is considered in Section 4
wherein some representative numerical simulations are presented to illustrate the performance of the
proposed formulation. Finally, we present in Section 5 a summary of the previous developments together
with some additional concluding remarks.
2. A plastic damage model of failure of metals
We present in this section a damage model in the framework identified by the generic quadratic damage
model presented Part I of this work. Our interest is to illustrate this general framework in the context of
plastic damage in metals, characterizing the creation of voids in the resulting porous metal.
In particular, we consider the standard von Mises yield criterion
/pr; qp  ksk ÿ

2
3
r
yp0 ÿ qpap|{z}
ypap
6 0; 2:1
for an initial yield limit yp0 , the Euclidean norm of the deviatoric stress tensor s such that
ksk2  sijsij with s : devr  rÿ 13p1 and p  trr: 2:2
Based on this yield condition, the associated plastic evolution equations
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ep  cpn/p ; where n/p : o/
p
or
 sksk ; 2:3
_ap 

2
3
q
cp; 2:4
for the plastic strain ep ( eÿ ee ÿ ed) and the equivalent plastic strain ap, a scalar internal variable
modeling the isotropic plastic hardening of the material. The evolution equations (2.3) and (2.4) are
complemented with the plastic Kuhn–Tucker loading/unloading conditions
cp P 0; /p6 0; cp/p  0; 2:5
and the plastic consistency condition
cp _/p  0 2:6
for the plastic multiplier cp. The numerical simulations presented in Section 4 consider an isotropic linear
elastic response, that is, we have the standard relations
r  Ceee with Ce  je1
 1 2le I ÿ 1
3
1
 1; 2:7
for the (constant) elastic bulk modulus je and shear modulus le, and the rank four I and rank two 1 identity
tensors.
2.1. The damage surface and the damage evolution equations
As discussed in detail in Section 1, we consider a pressure dependent damage surface to model the
nucleation and growth of voids in a porous metal. In particular, we consider the generic surface
~/drd; qd  aksdk2  hpdi2 ÿ  ~xd0 ÿ qdad|{z}
~xdad
6 0 2:8
for a material parameter a and the Macaulay brackets hi defined as
hxi : 0 if x6 0;
x if x P 0:

2:9
The damage surface (2.8) is depicted in Fig. 1. The symbol rd ( r), with its corresponding deviatoric part
sd and hydrostatic pressure pd, refers to the stresses in the context of the damage model. We note that
expression (2.8) is defined in terms of a homogeneous function of degree two on the stresses. As discussed in
Remark 3.2.1 of Part I, this form assures a positive damage dissipation ( ~xd0 > 0). The damage surface (2.8)
can be understood as a linear combination of the distortional energy (proportional to ksdk2) and the
Fig. 1. A plastic damage model – pressure dependent damage surface.
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volumetric energy (proportional to pd
2
). The latter is only considered for the case of volumetric tension
pd > 0 through the use of the Macaulay (2.9). The motivation behind this choice is to model in this case a
lack of evolution of the volumetric compliance when using the evolution equation
_Dd  cd n ~/d 
 n ~/d
n ~/d : r
d
with n ~/d :
o ~/d
ord
; 2:10
for the damage compliance Dd, as developed in Part I. This is the case since trn/d for pd6 0 (Fig. 1) with
the evolution equation (2.10) still accounts for the damage degradation due to the distorsion of the voids.
The inclusion of a cap surface in compression can be easily accommodated. The smoothness of the yield
surface (2.8) is to be noted.
The damage space Vd is given in this case by the full space S of symmetric tensors, that is, the pro-
jection matrix Pd onto the space of damage strains is simply Pd  I. The final evolution of the damage
compliance is then obtained from Eq. (2.10) as
_Dd  2cd as
d  1
3
hpdi1ÿ 
 asd  1
3
hpdi1ÿ 
aksdk2  hpdi2 2:11
with the hardening/softening law
_ad  cd: 2:12
The damage multiplier cd satisfies the complementary Kuhn–Tucker loading/unloading conditions
cd P 0; ~/d6 0; cd ~/d  0; 2:13
as well as the damage consistency condition
cd _~/
d  0; 2:14
during persistent damage. The anisotropy of the damage compliance Dd induced by a non-monotonic stress
path can be concluded from expression (2.11).
Remark 2.1. (1) For the particular case a  0, criteria (2.8) reduces to a purely volumetric damage model in
terms of the hydrostatic pressure pd. In this case, the formalism introduced in Part I for the reduced char-
acterization of the damage mechanism can be used with the damag space (2.8) defined by the single projection
matrix (nd  1)
Pd  1
3
p 1: 2:15
The scaling in Eq. (2.15) is such that the orthonormality relation Pd : Pd  1 holds. Therefore, we have in this
case
sd  Pd : rd  1
3
p trrd 

3
p
pd; 2:16
ed  Pded for ed  1
3
p tred  1
3
p edv ; 2:17
for the pressure pd and the damage volumetric strain edv : tred. The damage evolution equation (2.11)
reduces in this case to
_Dd  1
9
_ddv1
 1 with _ddv  2cd 2:18
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for the damage volumetric compliance ddv : edv=pd  3dd with dd  ed=sd.
(2) Along the same lines, the hardening/softening law ~xdad can be obtained experimentally by matching a
particular test. Section 2.1.1 considers the common case of uniaxial tension test. As an alternative example, let
p^edv be the pressure evolution obtained in a purely (tension) volumetric test of the porous metal, where
edv  ev ÿ eevÿepv 2:19
for the applied volumetric strain ev : tre, measured elastic strain eev  p=je (je, the elastic bulk modulus),
and measured (by unloading) plastic volumetric strain epv ( 0 in the assumed model for metals). The measure
edv is related directly in Section 2.2 to the void fraction in the material. Integrating Eq. (2.18), we obtain
ad  1
2
ddv 
edv
2p^edv
2:20
after using Eq. (2.12). The final hardening/softening law in Eq. (2.8) is then obtained as
~xdad  p^2e^dvad; 2:21
where the function e^dvad is obtained by inverting the relation (2.20). In the numerical simulations presented in
Section 4, the inversion of relation (2.20), giving ad in terms of the intermediate internal variable edv for a given
hardening/softening law p^edv, is done numerically through a Newton iterative scheme.
2.1.1. Model prediction in uniaxial tension tests
The discussion presented in Remark 2.1(2) illustrates the determination of the hardening/softening law
~xdad through a direct measurement of the damage in the material, namely, the volumetric response of the
porous material in terms of its void fraction. The use of indirect measures of the damage is considered
though more often. More specifically, we can find in the literature experimental results for uniaxial tension
tests reporting two indirect measures of the damage in the specimen: the reduction of the apparent Young’s
modulus (that is, the slope of the measured axial stress/strain relation upon unloading) and the apparent
Poisson’s ratio (that is, the ratio of the transversal and axial strain increments upon unloading). We
consider in this section the experimental results presented along these lines in Cordebois and Sidoro
(1979), Lemaitre (1983) and Chow and Wang (1987) for a 2024-T3 aluminum alloy, as compiled by Hansen
and Schreyer (1994), and compare them with the predictions of the material model under consideration. We
refer to these references for a discussion of the test setup. Our goal in doing this is not to validate the
damage surface (2.8) (the shape parameter a, in particular), since obviously additional tests are needed, but
to illustrate dierent features of the damage eects incorporated in the material response by the proposed
framework involving the non-standard decomposition of the strains in elastic, damage and plastic parts.
Unfortunately, complete experimental investigations of the damage observed in metals after unloading in
more general settings are lacking to a large extent (Hansen and Schreyer, 1994).
The particularization of the damage evolution equations (2.11) and (2.12) to the uniaxial tension stress
state of interest (i.e., r11  r > 0 with all other components zero, x1 being the loading direction) leads, upon
straightforward algebraic manipulations and integration, to the relations
Dd1111  291 6aad;
Dd1122  Dd2211  Dd1133  Dd3311  291ÿ 3aad;
Dd2222  Dd3333  Dd2233  Dd3322  29 1ÿ3a
2
16a a
d
with all other components zero
8>><>: 2:22
for the dierent components of the damage compliance in terms of the damage internal variable ad > 0. The
axial damage compliance Dd1111 is denoted simply by D
d  Dd1111 in what follows. During persistent damage
loading, the damage condition (2.8) holds and reads for the uniaxial state of interest
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r2  91 6a ~x
dad  9
1 6a ~x
d 9D
d
21 6a
 
) Dd  D^dr 2:23
giving the axial damage compliance Dd in terms of the axial stress r > 0. During unloading, the material
model results on a constant damage compliance Dd, fixed at its last value during loading. Denoting the axial
damage strain by ed  d11, the general relation ed  Ddr leads in this case to the axial relation
ed  e^dr  D^drr 2:24
in terms of the axial stress r. Note that Eq. (2.24) holds both for loading and unloading.
Similarly, denoting the axial plastic strain by ep  ep11, the plastic evolution equations (2.3) and (2.4) and
the yield condition (2.1) lead during plastic loading to the relations
ep  ap;
jrj  ~ypap;

) ep  e^pr; 2:25
(r > 0), with ep fixed during unloading to its last value in loading. Combining these results, we obtain the
relation
e  e^er  e^dr  e^pr  Eeÿ1r D^drr e^pr 2:26
for the total axial strain e  e11. Here, we denote by Ee the constant Young modulus characterizing the axial
elastic response before damage appears (Ee  9jele=3je  le in terms of the elastic moduli considered in
Eq. (2.7)).
Upon unloading ( _r < 0), the damage axial compliance Dd and plastic strain p remain constant, leading
to the incremental relation
E : _r
_e
 E
e
1 EeDd 2:27
for the apparent Young’s modulus E. Similarly, the Poisson ratio observed upon unloading is obtained
after a straightforward calculation as
m : ÿ _22
_11
 me E
Ee
1

ÿ E
e
me
Dd2211

 me
1ÿ Eeme 1ÿ3a16aDd
1 EeDd 2:28
for the initial Poisson ratio me (me  3je ÿ 2le=6je  2le in terms of the elastic moduli considered in Eq.
(2.7)).
These expressions allow one to relate the material laws ~ypap and ~xdad governing the evolution of the
plastic and damage eects, respectively, with the axial stress/strain relation (2.26), and the Young modulus
(2.27) and Poisson ratio (2.28) reduction observed in the response of the material due to damage. As an
example, we consider the general power law
~ypap  yp0 1

 H
p
yp0
ap np

2:29
for the plastic part, in terms of the initial yield limit yp0 (units of stress) and the hardening parameters H
p
(units of stress) and np (non-dimensional). Note that the equivalent plastic strain ap is non-dimensional.
Similarly, we consider the power law
~xdad  ~xd0 1
  Hdadÿ nd 2:30
for the damage part, in terms of the damage hardening parameter Hd (units of stress) and nd (non-dimen-
sional). The material parameter ~xd0 measuring the threshold of damage is re-scaled as ~x
d
0  rd
2
0 1 6a=9
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for the threshold damage stress rd0 (units of stress). Note that the damage hardening internal variable a
d has
units of compliance (stress inverse) in the model under consideration.
Figs. 2 and 3 show the results obtained when considering the power laws (2.29) and (2.30) with the
material parameters of Table 1. The experimental results reported in the aforementioned references for a
2024-T3 aluminum alloy are included. The chosen parameters have been determined by simple trial and
error. A good qualitative matching can be observed. In particular, we note not only the reduction of the
Fig. 2. Uniaxial tension test: stress–strain response. Comparison of the curve obtained in this work with the experimental results
reported by Hansen and Schreyer (1994) for a 2024-T3 aluminum alloy.
Fig. 3. Uniaxial tension test: evolutions of the apparent Young modulus E and Poisson ratio m. Comparison of the response predicted
with the proposed model and experimental results reported for a 2024-T3 aluminum alloy: ‘‘C&S79’’ – Cordebois and Sidoro (1979),
‘‘C&W87’’ – Chow and Wang (1987) and ‘‘LEM83’’ – Lemaitre (1983) (experimental data provided by Hansen and Schreyer (1994)).
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Young modulus with the strain due to the presence of damage in the material, but also the reduction of the
apparent Poisson ratio. This last situation reflects the anisotropy induced by the proposed damage model in
response of the material. A simple isotropic damage model based on a scalar damage variable, as con-
sidered in Section 3.2.2 of Part I of this work, cannot predict this reduction of the Poisson ratio (Hansen
and Schreyer, 1994).
Additional features of the model considered herein and, in particular, of the damage surface (2.8) in
general non-monotonic uniaxial stress states are studied in Section 4 through a series of numerical simu-
lations. These analyses consider also the characterization of damage deactivation (or unilateral damage)
presented in the following section as it occurs after load reversing, a situation not considered in the
aforementioned experimental results for porous metals.
2.2. Unilateral damage
The damage surface (2.8) defines the evolution of the damage compliance (that is, the degradation of the
material’s stiness), as defined in Eq. (2.11) for the assumed associated case through its normal n ~/d . The
evolution of the damage strain ed is given, however, by
_ed  _Ddrdÿ   cdn/d Dd _rd 2:31
after using Eq. (2.10) for the rate of the damage compliance. The last term in Eq. (2.31) reflects the re-
coverable character of the damage strain for the case cd  0 of no further damage. This independent nature
of the evolution of the damage strain and of the damage compliance allows the introduction of additional
constraints on the damage strain.
In particular, the closing of voids and subsequent recovery of stiness in the material (an eect generally
referred to as unilateral damage) can be easily modeled by imposing the constraint
edv : tredP 0 2:32
for the volumetric part of the damage strain. Since trep  0 for the assumed plastic model, the kinematic
decomposition (2.19) reads
ev  eev  edv 
Dve
v0|{z}
eev
 Dv
d
v0|{z}
edv
2:33
for an elastic increment Dve of an initial volume v0 and the volume of voids vd  Dvd (assuming vd  0
initially). In this notation, the volume fraction of voids f : vd=v0 is obtained as
Table 1
Uniaxial tension tests on a 2024-T3 aluminum alloy – material parameters
Initial Young’s modulus Ee 74,500 MPa
Initial Poisson’s ratio me 0.33
Initial yield limit yp0 270 MPa
Plastic hardening exponent np 0.2
Plastic hardening parameter Hp 240 MPa
Initial damage threshold rd0 380 MPa
Damage exponent nd 0.5
Damage hardening parameter Hd 43,163 MPa
Damage surface parameter a 0.5
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f  e
e
v  edv
1 eev  edv
: 2:34
Thus, after full unloading pd  0 so eev  0 (reference state corresponding to an unstressed state) and hence
fp0  e
d
v
1 edv
: 2:35
Constraint (2.32) then imposes a non-negative void fraction fp0 P 0, as is physically expected.
The unilateral constraint (2.32) is easily accommodated in the previous developments through the
method of Lagrange multipliers (Luenberger, 1984). In this context, following the same arguments as in
Section 2.2 of Part I for the derivation of the general damage framework, the added unilateral constraint
(2.32) leads to the modified stress–strain damage relation
rd  obW doed ÿ kd1;
kd P 0; tredP 0; kdtred  0
(
2:36
for the Lagrange multiplier kd. For the quadratic damage potential of interest, the first part of relation
(2.36) reduces to
rd  brd ÿ kd1 for brd : Ddÿ1ed: 2:37
After imposing constraint (2.32), relations (2.36) then lead to the closed-form expression
kd  hÿ1 : D
drdi
1 : Dd1
2:38
for the Macaulay brackets hi defined in Eq. (2.9). Combining Eq. (2.36) with Eq. (2.38), we obtain after a
straightforward calculation
ed  bDdrd for bDd  Dd ÿDd1
Dd1
1 : Dd1
Hÿ1 : Ddrd; 2:39
where H () denotes the Heaviside jump function (Hx  0 for x < 0 and Hx  1 for x P 0). We note the
singularity of bDd on volumetric fields (i.e., bDd1  0) upon void closing, reflecting the full recovery of the
volumetric stiness in the material after this happens. Since for the assumed von Mises model of plasticity
the volumetric response remains elastic, the elastic stiness is recovered in the volumetric response. For the
case of the isotropic elastic response (Eq. (2.7)), we have
ev  eev  edv  je
ÿ1
p  rd : bDd1 2:40
recovering the elastic response p  jeev upon void closing.
If the damage evolution equations (2.10) are maintained with a damage surface (2.8) in terms of the
stresses rd, the resulting damage rate relation reads
_ed  bDdlu _rd with bDdlu  bDd for damage unloading;bDd  1
Dd
bn ~/d 
 n ~/d for damage loading;
(
2:41
where
Dd  n ~/d : Cdn ~/d  Kd 2:42
for the damage stiness Cd  Ddÿ1 , the hardening/softening tangent modulus Kd : o ~xd=oad, and
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bn ~/d  1
 
 kd n ~/d : 1
n ~/d : r
d
!
n ~/d  kd
n ~/d : 1
n ~/d : r
d
n ~/d : rd2
1 : Ddrd
 
ÿ n ~/d : 1
1 : Dd1
!
Dd1: 2:43
We note that, in general, n ~/d 6 bn ~/d , leading then to an unsymmetric tangent relation when damage loading
occurs. After Eq. (2.43), we can observe that symmetry holds if n ~/d : 1  0. For the damage surface (2.8),
this is the case for negative pressure p6 0. We note, however, that in general the closing of the voids is given
by constraint (2.32) on the strains and is not controlled directly by the stresses. Therefore, an unsymmetric
tangent appears when closing occurs while p > 0. We also note that this situation does not occur for the
particular case a  0, with the corresponding reduced volumetric damage mechanism described in Remark
2.1. In this case, Eq. (2.18) identifies the scalar relation edv  ddvp, so the closing of voids only occurs for
p6 0.
Remark 2.2. (1) A formulation with symmetric tangent can be recovered as follows. When constraint (2.32) is
taken in account, the complimentary energy reads
vdrd; Dd; ad : max
ed
tred P 0
rd : ed
n
ÿ bW ded;Ido  1
2
brd : Ddbrd ÿHdad; 2:44
after noting the equality rd : Ddbrd  brd : Ddbrd obtained after some algebraic manipulations using relations
(2.36). The stresses brd have been defined in Eq. (2.37). Therefore, the damage dissipation (Section 2.2 of Part
I) is given by
Dd  1
2
brd : _Ddbrd  qd _ad 2:45
in terms of the stress brd. After considering a damage surface of the form
b/dbrd; qd6 0 2:46
(that is, replacing rd by brd in Eq. (2.8) for the case of interest) and the corresponding damage evolution
equation
_Dd  cd n/^d 
 n/^d
n/^d : brd for n/^d : o
b/d
obrd 2:47
(note that bn ~/d 6 n/^d ), we recover after an involved calculation the symmetric tangent relation
_ed  bDdlu _rd with bDdlu  Ddlu ÿDdlu1
Ddlu1
1 : Ddlu1
2:48
for the original tangent compliance Ddlu  Cd
ÿ1
lu , with Clu given by
Cdlu 
Cd for damaged unloading;
Cd ÿ 1
Dd
Cdn ~/d 
 Cdn ~/d ; for persistent damage loading

2:49
with Dd defined in Eq. (2.42).
(2) A penalty regularization of the unilaterally constrained relations (2.36) is obtained as
rd  o
bW d
oed
ÿ kd1 with kd  hÿqptredi; 2:50
for a scalar penalty parameter qp > 0. In this case, the damage compliance (2.47) reads
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bDd  Dd ÿ qpHedv
1 qp1 : Dd1
Dd1
Dd1 2:51
with a secant stiness given by its inversebCd  bDdÿ1  Cd ÿ qpHedv1
 1: 2:52
For the isotropic elastic case considered in Eq. (2.40), we have
ev  jeÿ1 p  1
1 Hedvqp1 : Dd1
1 : Ddrd 2:53
after a simple calculation. Physically, not all the elastic stiness is recovered upon closing in this regularized
case.
(3) We note that all the formulations of damage deactivation presented above, namely, the original un-
symmetric formulation presented in this section or the symmetrized and regularized formulations of Remarks
2.2(1) and (2), respectively, lead to a continuous stress response. This situation is to be contrasted with de-
activation laws based on the stress or total strain (Hansen and Schreyer, 1995). This situation is to be traced
again to the direct use of the damage strains ed and the enforcement of the physically motivated constraints of
damage deactivation on them. These ideas are illustrated in Section 4 with several numerical simulations.
3. Numerical integration
In this section, we develop the numerical integration of the damage models developed in the previous
sections. In particular, Section 3.1 considers the general framework developed in Section 1 of Part I,
considering the existence of multiple damage mechanisms. The presentation of these developments in this
more general framework allows us to show more clearly the main advantage of the proposed numerical
formulation maintaining the damage strains, namely, the modularity in the consideration of dierent de-
formation mechanisms, including plasticity and damage. In this context, Section 3.2 summarizes the return
mapping algorithm considered in the integration of the elastoplastic model. The numerical integration of a
general damage mechanism, with a particular application to the damage model considered in Section 2, is
developed in Section 3.3. Representative numerical simulations illustrating the performance of the pro-
posed numerical formulation are included in Section 4.
3.1. General formulation
The numerical integration of the general plastic damage is presented herein for a typical time (load)
increment tn; tn1 (Dt  tn1 ÿ tn) in a standard Newton–Raphson type scheme for solving the resulting
non-linear boundary value problem. In the context of the finite element method, the forthcoming relations
occur at each quadrature point for given strains en and en1 at tn and tn1, respectively, the latter corre-
sponding to the current iteration of the aforementioned Newton–Raphson procedure. The strain-driven
structure of the final numerical scheme, as needed for the ecient implementation of displacement-type
finite element methods, is to be noted in this respect. The goal of the integration algorithm is then to find
the corresponding stresses rn1 and the update of the internal plastic I
p
n1 and damage I
dI
n1 (dI  1, ndam)
variables from its (given) values Ipn and I
dI
n at tn. For convenience, we assume that the (reduced) damage
strains edIn for each damage mechanism dI  1, ndam are also stored in the database, although their values are
not strictly required. Here we use the same notation as in Part I. In particular, the damage strain ed is
decomposed as
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ed 
Xndam
dI1
edI for edI  PdTI edI 2 RndI 3:1
in terms of the projection matrices defining the reduced damage space VdI , with the stresses associated with
the damage mechanism defined by
rdI  PdTI sdI for sdI  PdI : r 2 RndI 3:2
for each damage mechanism dI  1; ndam (sd  rd, ed  ed and ndam  1 in the particular damage model
developed in Section 2).
The algorithm developed here is based on ntotald 
Pndam
dI1 ndI , equilibrium relations pertaining to the
second part of Eq. (3.2), written in residual form as
RdI edIn1
ÿ 
: PdI : repn1 ÿ sdIn1 3:3
between the stresses
r
ep
n1  brep en1 ÿ epn1 ÿXndam
dJ1
Pd
T
J edJn1;I
p
n1
 !
|{z}
een1

 oW
e
oee

3:4
given by the elastoplastic in terms of the elastic potential W e model depending on the updated plastic
strain epn1 and other plastic internal variables I
p
n1 and the (reduced) damage stresses
sdIn1  csdI edIn1;IdIn1ÿ 
 
 o
bW dI
oedI
!
3:5
for the updated damage internal variables IdIn1 associated to each damage mechanism. We point out that
the final residuals (3.3) are considered to be explicit functions of the ntotald damage strain parameters e
dI
n1
(dI  1, ndam).
To solve the residual equations RdI  0, we set the Newton scheme
RdIedn1;k 
Xndam
dJ1
oRdI
oedI

n1;k
DedJn1;k  0 for dI  1; ndam 3:6
for an iteration index k and with the incremental relation
edIn1;k1  edIn1;k  DedIn1;k for dI  1; ndam 3:7
initialized, for example, by edIn1;0  edIn . The linearized equation (3.6) leads to the algebraic system of
equations
CdJlu n1;kddIdJ  PdI : Cepn1;kPd
T
J
h i
|{z}
AdIdJ n1;k
DedJn1;k  RdIedn1k  3:8
involving the same matrix AdIdJ as in the continuum rate equations but with the damage algorithmic
consistent tangent CdJlu n1k and the elastoplastic algorithmic consistent tangent C
ep
n1k . The final global tan-
gent is obtained exactly as in the continuum case, resulting in the expression
drn1  Cepdn1den1 3:9
with
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Cepdn1  Cepn1 ÿ
Xndam
dI;dJ1
Cepn1 : P
dT
I Aÿ1
ÿ 
dIdJn1
PdJ : Cepn1 3:10
with the consistent matrix AdIdJn1 used in the iteration equations (3.8).
The problem then reduces to an independent integration of the elastoplastic model and each of the
damage mechanism, that is, the evaluation of stresses (3.5) and (3.4), respectively, with the corresponding
updates of the internal variables Ipn1k and I
dI
n1k . This integration is accomplished through separate
schemes sharing exactly the same structure of standard return mapping algorithms, including their exact
closed-form linearization for the algorithmic consistent tangents Cepn1k and c
dI
lu n1k for each damage
mechanism. These integration algorithms are presented in the next two sections.
Remark 3.1. The consideration of a plastic model in the eective stress space rd :Mÿ1rd, as discussed in
Remark 3.3 of Part I, can also be incorporated in this numerical solution strategy after noting that the damage
tensor M can also be considered a function of the damage strains ed through its evolution equation in terms of the
evolution of the damage compliance Dd identified in this work. In this case, after the integration of the damage
model, the elastoplastic model can be integrated for the updated damage tensor in the iteration process to enforce
the final equilibrium relation (3.3). The linearization in this case collects extra terms due to this dependence,
leading to a non-symmetric tangent as in the continuum problem. Further details are omitted at this time.
3.2. Integration of the elastoplastic model
The elastoplastic stresses repn1k in Eq. (3.4) and the corresponding algorithmic consistent tangent C
ep
n1;k
are obtained through a standard return mapping scheme. We note that in the iteration process (3.6) the
strains en1 ÿ edn1k are fixed for a given iteration, with the aforementioned return mapping scheme returning
also the update values of the plastic strains epn1;k and plastic internal variables I
p
n1;k. Briefly, this algorithm
reads as follows in the general form:
Define the trial state :
r
eptrial
n1k  oW
e
oee en1 ÿ edn1k ÿ epn; I
ptrial
n1k  Ipn ;
IF /p rep
trial
n1k ;Q
p Ip
trial
n1k
  
6 0
 
THEN
r
ep
n1k  rep
trial
n1k ; e
p
n1k  ep
trial
n1k ; I
p
n1k  Ip
trial
n1k ;
ELSE
Solve for r
ep
n1k ; e
p
n1k and I
p
n1k through a Newton scheme :
/p repn1k ;Q
p Ipn1k
  
 0;
e
p
n1k  epn  Dc
p
n1k
o/p
or r
ep
n1k ;Q
p Ipn1k
  
;
Ipn1k  Ipn  Dc
p
n1k
o/p
oQp r
ep
n1k ;Q
p Ipn1k
  
;
r
ep
n1k  oW
e
oee en1 ÿ edn1k ÿ e
p
n1k
 
:
8>>>><>>>>:
ENDIF
3:11
These equations define the so-called closest point projection scheme and can be exactly linearized in closed
form, leading to the so-called algorithmic consistent tangent Cepn1k by the relation
drepn1k  Cepn1k d en1

ÿ edn1k

: 3:12
For the von Mises yield criterion (2.1) with the isotropic linear elastic response (2.7), Eqs. (3.11) reduce to
the well-known radial return algorithm. We refer to Simo and Hughes (1997, p. 124) for details. For
completeness, Table 2 includes a summary of these standard equations.
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3.3. Independent integration of each damage mechanism
The evaluation of the damage stresses sdIn1k for each iteration of the solution process of the residual
equations (3.3) is obtained through the constitutive relation (3.5) as
sdIn1k 
o bW dI
oedI
edIn1k ;I
dI
n1k
 
3:13
for the given current damage strains edIn1k and with the updated internal variables I
dI
n1k obtained by a
backward-Euler approximation of their evolution equations ( _IdI  cdI o ~/dI=oQdI for the associated case).
The final system of equations is solved through an operator split following the very same structure of the
return mapping algorithm (3.11) employed in the integration of the elastoplastic model. Briefly, these
equations read in general form and for each damage mechanism dI  1, ndam as
Define the trial state :
s
dtrial
I
n1k  oW
dI
oedI
edIn1k ;IdIn ; I
dtrial
I
n1k  IdIn ;
IF ~/dI QdI s
dtrial
I
n1k ;I
dtrial
I
n1k
  
6 0
 
THEN
sdIn1k  s
dtrial
I
n1k ; I
dI
n1k  I
dtrial
I
n1k ;
ELSE
Solve for sdIn1k and I
dI
n1k through a Newton scheme :
~/dI Qp sdIn1k ;I
dI
n1k
  
 0;
IdIn1k  IdIn  DcdIn1k o
~/dI
oQdI
Qp sdIn1k ;I
dI
n1k
  
;
sdIn1k  oW
dI
oedI
edIn1k ;IdIn1k :
8><>:
ENDIF
3:14
Table 2
Standard radial return mapping algorithm for the Mises yield criterion (see e.g. Simo and Hughes (1997))
1. Compute trial state: rep
trial
n1k  p
ep
n1k  2le deven1 ÿ edn1k ÿ epn ; p
ep
n1k  jetren1 ÿ edn1k ; a
ptrial
n1k  apn :
2. Check consistency of the trial state:
IF /p rep
trial
n1k ; q
p ap
trial
n1k
  
< 0
 
THEN
r
ep
n1k  r
eptrial
n1k ; a
p
n1k  a
ptrial
n1k ; C
ep
n1k  Ce and EXIT
ELSE return mapping ENDIF
3. Return mapping: Solve for Dcpn1k > 0 using Newton’s method
/pn1k  kstrialn1kk ÿ 2leDc
p
n1k ÿ

2
3
q
yp0 ÿ qpapn1k 
h i
 0
with the updates
apn1k  apn 

2=3
p
Dcpn1k ; e
p
n1k  epn  Dc
p
n1k n/pn1k
; repn1k  p
ep
n1k  2le deven1 ÿ edn1k ÿ e
p
n1k 
and n/pn1k
 ntrial
/pn1k
. The algorithmic consistent elastoplastic tangent is given by
C epn1k  je1
 1 2lehn1k I ÿ 131
 1
 ÿ 2le hn1k n/pn1k 
 n/pn1k
hn1k : 1ÿ
2leDcpn1k
kstrialn1kk
; hn1k :
1
1 Kn1k
3le
ÿ 1ÿ hn1k 
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Eq. (3.14) are linearized leading to the algorithmic consistent damage tangent defined by the relation
dsdIn1k  cdIlun1k de
dI
n1k 3:15
for each damage mechanism dI  1, ndam.
Table 3 summarizes the return mapping scheme (3.14) applied to the damage model developed in Section
2. The Newton scheme in the return mapping part reduces to in this case, after some algebraic manipu-
lations, to
dDcdn1k 
i  1
Dd
i
n1k
ri~/d  n
i
~/dn1k
: Gd
i
n1k r
i
edn1k
 
;
drdn1k 
i  Gdin1k r
i
edn1k
ÿ dDcdn1k 
i
n
i
~/dn1k
 
8><>: 3:16
for the local Newton iteration index i and
Dcdn1k 
i1  Dcdn1k 
i  dDcdn1k 
i
;
rdn1k 
i1  rdn1k 
i  drdn1k 
i
:
(
3:17
The residuals r ~/d and redn1k
, as well as the tangent matrix Gdn1k and D
di
n1k , are defined Table 3. The final
updates for the damage internal variables adn1k and D
d
n1k are also given there. We note that in the case of
Ddn1k this is a rank-one update, thus leading to the closed-form expression for the secant tangent
Cdn1k  Cdn ÿ
Dcdn1k
Ndn1k
Cdnn ~/dn1k

 Cdnn ~/dn1k ; 3:18
where
Ndn1k  n ~/dn1k : r
d
n1k  Dcdn1k n ~/dn1k : C
d
nn ~/dn1k
> 0; 3:19
a strictly positive denominator since Dcdn1k P 0 by the Kuhn–Tucker conditions, n ~/dn1k
: rdn1k > 0 by the
assumed convexity of the elastic damage domain, and the n ~/dn1k
: Cdnk n ~/dn1k
> 0 by the positive definiteness of
the secant stiness (or its semi-definiteness for a purely volumetric damage evolution, following the dis-
cussion in Remark 2.1). We also note that the same tangent terms used in the Newton process (3.16) lead to
the closed-form expression of the algorithmic consistent tangent cdlun1k
as presented in the return mapping
algorithm (Remark 3.2).
Remark 3.2. (1) Referring to the damage return mapping summarized below, we note that Ddn  0 before the
damage mechanism is activated (note that after activation no singularity appears in subsequent time steps as
discussed in Eq. (3.18)). To activate the damage mechanism, the trial stresses rd
trial
can be alternatively defined
as rep, that is, the stresses obtained in the elastoplastic model, avoiding the inversion of Ddn , and gives directly
the final stress if the damage mechanism is not activated when checking damage consistency. If the damage
mechanism is activated in the process (i.e. damage consistency is violated by the trial state rep), the damage
return mapping proceeds as indicated in Table 3. The tangent matrix involved in solving the non-linear system
in the Newton’s method Eq. (3.16) involves the calculation of the inverse in matrix Gd as defined above, which
is in general non-singular when starting from Dcd 6 0. If a purely volumetric damage evolution is activated
leading to a singularity, the reduced form of Remark 2.1 can be used leading to invertible damage relations.
(2) Continuing with this purely volumetric limit (that is, a  0 in Eq. (2.8)), the return mapping algorithm
reduces in this case to the evaluation of the given hardening/softening law in terms edvn1k  tre
d
n1k  of Remark
2.1.2, i.e.,
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pdn1k 
cdne
d
vn1k
if 0 < edvn1k
6max
t6 tn
fedvtg unloading;
p^ edvn1k
 
if edvn1k
> max
t6 tn
fedvtg loading
8<: 3:20
with pdn1k  qpedvn1k for e
d
vn1k
6 0 to model void closing through penalization see (3) below. We also have the
update cdvn1k
 pdn1k=edvn1k for the damage secant stiness d
d
vn1k
 cdÿ1vn1k , with the damage algorithmic
consistent tangent simply given in this case as
cdlu n1k 
cdn unloading;
p^0edvn1k  loading
(
3:21
in the context of the volumetric formulation of Remark 2.1 and the general discrete equations in reduced form
of Section 3.1.
(3) The numerical activation of the damage mechanism presented above (see 1) can also be easily and ef-
ficiently accomplished by penalization. That is, we simply initialize Dd0  1=qpI (or, equivalently, Cd0  qpI) for
a large penalty parameter qp. Values qp  108le have been used in the numerical simulations of Section 4.
(4) Similarly, the penalty version presented in Remark 2.2(2) of the unilateral closing/opening of voids is
used (with the same value of the penalty parameter qp as in the previous item) to avoid a treatment similar to
the one presented in (1) above to deal with the singularity of expressions like Eq. (2.48). This is easily achieved
by adding the penalty term in Eq. (2.50) to the residual rd and proceeding with its consistent linearization;
details are omitted.
Table 3
Return mapping algorithm for the quadratic damage model of Section 2, for ragiven damage strain e
d
n1k in iteration k of the solution
process of Eq. (3.3) in increment tn; tn1
1. Compute trial state: rd
trial
n1k  Dd
ÿ1
n e
d
n1k ; a
dtrial
n1k  adn :
2. Check consistency of the trial state:
IF ~/d rd
trial
n1k ; q
d ad
trial
n1k
  
< 0
 
THEN
rdn1k  rd
trial
n1k ; a
d
n1k  ad
trial
n1k ; C
d
lu  Dd
ÿ1
n and EXIT
ELSE return mapping ENDIF
3. Return mapping: Solve for Dcdn1k > 0 and r
d
n1k through a Newton scheme
r ~/d  /drdn1k ; qdadn1k   0;
rd : edn1k ÿDdnrdIn1k ÿ Dcdn1k n ~/dn1k  0
)
with the update formulae
adn1k  adn  Dcdn1k ;
Ddn1k  Ddn  Dcdn1k
n/dn1k

 n ~/dn1k
n ~/dn1k
: rn1k
;
and the symmetric closed-form algorithmic consistent tangent
Cdlun1k
 Gdn1k ÿ
1
Ddn1k
Gdn1k n ~/dn1k

 Gdn1k n ~/dn1k
for n ~/dn1k
 o ~/dor

n1k
, Bdn1k 
on ~/d
or

n1k
, Gdn1k  Ddn  Dcdn1k Bdn1k
h iÿ1
, and Ddn1k : n ~/dn1k : G
d
n1k n ~/dIn1k
 Kdn1k .
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(5) The inviscid return mapping algorithm given above can be readily extended to the viscous Perzyna
regularization defined by the viscous relation
cd  h
~/di
gd
3:22
replacing the damage Kuhn–Tucker conditions (2.13) and consistency condition (2.14). The integration al-
gorithm for this case is easily obtained by rewriting the consistency residual r ~/d as
r ~/d  /d rdn1k ; qd adn1k
  
ÿ gd Dc
d
n1k
Dt
3:23
for the time increment Dt and the damage viscosity gd. A linear viscous model in terms of the linear viscosity
parameter gd is assumed in Eq. (3.22) for simplicity; extensions to non-linear relations can be easily accom-
modated. The tangent relations in the return mapping algorithm above apply entirely with the only change
Kdn1k ! Kdn1k 
gd
Dt
3:24
for the hardening/softening modulus.
4. Representative numerical simulations
We present in this section several numerical simulations that illustrate the main features of the plastic
damage model developed in Section 2. More specifically, Section 4.1 considers two homogeneous strain
tests and Section 4.2 the tension test of a perforated strip.
4.1. Homogeneous strain tests
We consider two tests problems involving an imposed strain history path. The pressure dependent
damage surface (2.8) is considered for both tests, with a softening law defined as described in Remark 2.1(2)
by the exponential relation
p^edv  xd0 exp
Hd
xd0
edv
 
4:1
in terms of the intermediate internal variable edv. The von Mises yield criterion (2.1) is assumed in com-
bination of the saturation isotropic hardening law
ypap  yp0  yp1 ÿ yp0 1ÿ exp  ÿ dpap: 4:2
The assumed material parameters are summarized in Table 4.
In Test #1, the cyclic strain history on exx depicted in Fig. 4 is imposed, with all other components of the
strain tensor vanishing. More specifically, we impose the strain rates
Table 4
Homogeneous strain tests – material parameters
Initial Young’s modulus Ee 2.0
Initial Poisson’s ratio me 0.3
Initial yield limit yp0 0.25
Saturation yield limit yp1 0.8
Saturation plastic hardening exponent dp 5.0
Initial damage threshold ~xd0 1.0
Exponential damage softening modulus Hd ÿ0.5
Damage surface parameter a 0.5
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_exx 
1 0 < t < 1:2;
ÿ1 1:2 < t < 2:8;
1 2:8 < t < 4:8;
ÿ1 4:8 < t < 7:0;
1 7:0 < t < 9:5
8>>><>>: 4:3
with t denoting the time variable. A constant time step of Dt  0:01 is considered in the simulations. This
monotonic strain path leads to a tridimensional state of stress, with the principal strains and stress coin-
ciding with the Cartesian axes. Fig. 5 depicts the solution obtained for this test. The evolutions of the axial
stress rxx and the hydrostatic pressure p are depicted versus the imposed axial strain exx. We also include a
representation of the stress path for the first strain cycle (t 2 0; 4:45) in the p– J2p plane, for the second
invariant of the deviatoric stress J2  ksk2=2. The damage surface is also depicted every five time steps.
The dierent features of the coupled plastic-damage model proposed herein appear in this solution. For
example, concentrating on the first strain cycle, we observe after an initial elastic and plastic phases, a fully
coupled plastic damage phase. This phase is characterized by the softening response in the pressure p and
axial stress rxx plots. Note that the assumed damage softening law (4.1) is accompanied with a hardening
plastic response as illustrated in the evolution of the J2 stress invariant in the stress path p–

J2
p
. This phase
is followed by a (damaged) unloading, reaching a level of strain where the unilateral closing of voids is
reached. As can be observed in the p–exx plot or the stress path plot, this closing stage is reached even for a
positive pressure p > 0. We note again that the constraint is imposed directly on the damage strains
tredP 0. The change in stiness can be observed in all the three plots of Fig. 5. In particular, we observe
that the pressure evolution recovers the elastic stiness given by the elastic bulk modulus je  Ee=
31ÿ 2me, as discussed after Eq. (2.40). The continuity of the stress response noted in Remark 2.2(3) can be
observed in these plots. Under continued unloading, plastic yielding occurs in compression. After reversing
once more the applied strain, the material unloads elastically, reaching a stress level where voids open. A
sudden degradation of the stiness can be observed at this point. The test continues, observing the added
degradation due to damage and the accumulation of plastic strain.
Table 5 illustrates the performance of the proposed integration scheme. The evolution of the residual
Euclidean norm kRdk in the Newton-iteration process to impose the equilibrium between the elastoplastic
Fig. 4. Homogeneous strain test problems – imposed strain exx versus time.
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Fig. 5. Test #1: Monotonic strain path – pressure and stress rxx versus imposed strain exx; stress path in the p–

J2
p  ksk= 2p plane.
Table 5
Test #1: typical convergence rates
Elastoplastic/damage equilibriuma Damage mechanism local iterationb
0.292001Eÿ01 0.530605E00
0.267391Eÿ01 0.137069E00
0.149596Eÿ01 0.372367Eÿ01
0.104282Eÿ03 0.799946Eÿ02
0.301675Eÿ06 0.301884Eÿ03
0.696459Eÿ13 0.192482Eÿ04
0.437543Eÿ08
0.742203Eÿ16
a Typical convergence rate for the Newton iterative scheme imposing the elastoplastic-damage equilibrium relation (3.3).
b Typical convergence rate for the Newton iterative scheme imposing the consistency relations for the local damage mechanism.
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stresses and the damage stresses (that is, while solving the residual equations (3.3)) is shown in the left
column, while the right column includes the evolution of the Euclidean norm krk2  kredk2  kr/dk2 (even
though, both terms are dimensionally dierent) of the local residual in the iteration, imposing damage
consistency (3.16). The second-order convergence in both iterative processes, a direct consequence of the
use of the closed-form consistent linearization of the equations as described in Section 3 is verified.
In Test #2, we apply the same cyclic history on the exx. The only dierence is that a shear strain is applied
during the first loading phase with
_exy  1 for 0 < t < 1:2; 4:4
keeping this strain constant (exy  1:2) during the rest of the test. Fig. 6 depicts the solution obtained in this
case, showing the evolution of the axial stress rxx versus the imposed axial strain exx as well as the stress path
Fig. 6. Test #2: non-monotonic strain path – principal strain and stress angles, and stress rxx versus imposed strain exx; stress path in the
p–

J2
p  ksk= 2p plane.
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p–

J2
p
. We have also included the evolution of the principle angles of stress and strain versus time. This plot
allows us to illustrate the induced anisotropy introduced in the material response by both the plastic and
damage components of the deformation in this non-monotonic strain path. The evolution of the axial stress
rxx shows similar features as the ones discussed in the previous test, with the changing of stiness due to
void closing/opening, as well as the accumulation of plastic strain. A more complex stress path can be
observed in this case.
4.2. Perforated strip problem
We consider in this section the benchmark problem of the tension test of a perforated strip, as is usually
considered in the evaluation of elastoplastic models (Simo and Hughes, 1997). The geometric definition of
the specimen is depicted in Fig. 7. A rectangular 20 36 strip with a circular cavity of radius 5 is stretched
axially in plane strain. Due to the symmetry in the problem, only one quarter of the specimen is considered
in the numerical simulations with the appropriate symmetry boundary conditions along its borders. The
quarter specimen is discretized with 200 Q1/E4 enhanced elements as presented by Simo and Rifai (1990).
The von Mises yield criterion (2.1) is again assumed with a linear isotropic hardening law of modulus
Kp  1:0 in this case. To illustrate the use of the reduced damage formulation, the pressure dependent
damage surface (2.8) is considered with a  0, leading to the purely volumetric model described in Remark
2.1. We note the simplified numerical implementation of this reduced case, as discussed in Remark 3.2(2).
Fig. 7. Perforated strip: problem definition – by symmetry only a quarter of the specimen is discretized and solved for.
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The same exponential softening relation (4.1) in terms of the volumetric damage strain edv  tred as in the
homogeneous tests of the previous section is considered. The assumed material parameters are summarized
in Table 4. We consider simulations with the coupled plastic-damage model and with plasticity only. The
latter case is obtained by simply setting the damage threshold xd0 to a very large value (Table 6).
The simulations are run with an imposed displacement u at the top, following the cyclic history shown in
Fig. 8 to evaluate the damage in the material. A constant time step of Dt  0:01 is employed. Fig. 9 shows
the solutions obtained for the purely plastic and the plastic-damage simulations. The distribution of the
equivalent plastic strain ap is depicted for both cases superposed to the deformed configuration. The
computed load–displacement curves are also included.
The dierences between the plastic and plastic-damage solutions are apparent. The damaged stiness in
unloading can be observed in the latter. We can also note the sudden change of stiness in the unloading
phase due to the closing of voids (and similarly in reloading due to void opening). The dierent pattern of
distribution of the equivalent plastic strain is also apparent. We observe the classical 45 banded pattern in
the plastic solution, with a more brittle type (mode I type) when the volumetric damage is considered. Fig.
10 shows the distribution of the volumetric damage strain, a measure of the void fraction created in the
material due to damage; see Eq. (2.35). The dierent shape of the deformed cavity for the two cases is to be
noted.
Table 6
Perforated strip problem – material properties
Young’s modulus Ee 70.0
Poisson’s ratio me 0.3
Yield limit yp0 0.2
Linear plastic hardening modulus Kp 1.0
Initial damage threshold xd0 0.1
Exponential damage softening modulus H d ÿ2.4
Damage surface parameter a 0.0
Fig. 8. Perforated strip: imposed displacement history.
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5. Concluding remarks
We have presented in this paper the application of a general framework of continuum damage models to
the numerical simulation of the damage and plasticity in porous metals. To this purpose, we have developed
a new simple plastic damage model. The proposed model is based on a pressure dependent damage surface,
Fig. 9. Perforated strip: comparison of the solutions obtained with the J2 elastoplastic model (left) and the considered elastoplastic-
damage model (right): distributions of the equivalent plastic strain (at u  1:255) and load–displacement curves.
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controlling the degradation of the stiness of the material, with the permanent plastic strain controlled by
the classical von Mises criterion. The proposed damage criterion consists of a combination of the distor-
sional and volumetric strain energies in the material, the latter part considered in tension only. The evo-
lution laws for the internal damage variables, namely, the damage compliance and a scalar variable
modeling the irreversible cohesive opening of voids in the metallic matrix, have been formulated in an
associated form from the principle of maximum damage dissipation. Furthermore, the unilateral damage
eects associated to the closing/opening of voids have also been incorporated through the imposition of the
unilateral constraint of non-negative void fraction.
The resulting model incorporated in a very modular fashion the damage and plastic eects in solids, and
most importantly in a highly physically motivated way. In addition, these ideas translate directly in the
numerical treatment of the resulting models. We have developed in this paper numerical integration schemes
that show also a very convenient modularity in the treatment of the dierent responses in the material. The
main idea to accomplish this modularity is maintaining the damage strains as the driving variables in the
numerical implementation. In this way, we have presented a return mapping algorithm for the integration of
the proposed damage model, sharing remarkably the exact same structure as the classical return mapping
employed in the integration of the plastic part of the model. The final numerical implementation then in-
volves a series of independent routines providing the stresses, updates of the corresponding internal variables
and algorithmic consistent tangents, with the coupling between these dierent components obtained through
the imposition of the equilibrium (equal stress) among them. It is significant to observe that the consistent
linearization of the discrete equations can be obtained not only in closed form, but also in a very modular
form combining the dierent algorithmic consistent tangents associated to each component of the material’s
Fig. 10. Perforated strip: distribution of volumetric damage strain edv : tred at u  1:255 for the elastoplastic-damage solution.
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response, namely the elastoplastic and damage components. The representative numerical simulations
presented herein illustrate the numerical performance of the proposed numerical algorithms.
We believe that the aforementioned advantages provided by the considered framework do lead to an
improvement in the modeling and numerical simulation of continuum damage models. The simple models
considered herein are only representative examples. We plan to explore further this framework. For ex-
ample, the study of strain localization and its regularization is of our main interest. The analysis of failure
indicators in elastoplastic damage models (namely, the singularity of tangent operators and associated
acoustic tensors) can be found in the work of Doghri and Billardon (1995), Comi et al. (1995), and Rizzi
et al. (1996), among others. The approach considered in this work leads to alternative forms of the asso-
ciated tangent operators (as given by Eq. (3.10)), deserving a complete analysis along these lines. Similarly,
the extension of the considered formulations, including the numerical algorithms presented in this paper to
the finite deformation range is the main focus of our current work in this area.
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